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Japanese Fairy Tales
READ real Japanese Today! By choosing short
stories, the intimidation factor is greatly reduced.
Not only that, but we divide the story up into tiny,
easy-to-swallow segments with complete
explanations to give you confidence as you read real
Japanese page by page. Perfect for upper beginner
level students of Japanese. BONUS! Get FREE MP3s
of the story read by a native Japanese voice actress,
one read at normal speed and one read slowly.
Listen while reading. The link to the MP3s is found
on the last page. EXTRA BONUS! Included with the
MP3s, are PDFs of all the vocabulary and grammar
points. Feel free to print these out to use while
reading. Now with Furigana! All our readers now
have furigana in both the paperback and Kindle
versions. Furigana is the small hiragana over the
kanji--most devices support this new feature. Have
you studied for a year or two but just don't feel like
you are progressing? This book is for you too. We
suggest reading the Japanese only section first
(includes furigana) and then go through the line-byline running gloss section to cement understanding
and learn vocabulary. * All Japanese have furigana
(printed version and Kindle version on supported
devices (most new devices)) and romaji for those
starting out. * Three complete Japanese short
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stories. Each story is presented in three unique
ways. * Two stories are about Hikoichi and the third
is about a girl and a mask. * GLOSS: Read the story
with a running gloss-understand completely. Every
sentence is broken down word-for-word and with
English explanation of the grammar. * GRAMMAR:
Tap the grammar icon (Kindle version) to zoom to
fuller explanations. Tap the back button to return to
the text * JAPANESE ONLY: The full story in
Japanese only (without the running gloss) is also
provided so you can practice reading without
interruption. * ENGLISH SUMMARY: Finally, we have
included a simple and mostly literal English
translation for you to check your understanding
(Don't cheat! Work through the Japanese first!). *
Short stories makes reading full Japanese texts
possible. * Download the FREE MP3s to listen while
you study. Hikoichi You may know our first
Japanese Reader Collection Volume has several
Hikoichi stories. By far, those have been the most
popular among students. Hikoichi is, after all, an
interesting character. Smart, sassy, creative in his
laziness...In short, his adventures are entertaining.
Plus, not many non-Japanese are as familiar with
Hikoichi as they are Momotaro or the Moon Princess.
So, be one of the few to dig in, enjoy, and learn more
about Hikoichi! Finally, we invite the reader to
contact us with questions or requests for future
Japanese readers. You will find our personal email
addresses in the book. To your Japanese! What are
you waiting for? Ninja up your Japanese. Click "Buy
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Now" now!
Recasting Red Culture turns a critical eye on the
influential proletarian cultural movement that
flourished in 1920s and 1930s Japan. This was a
diverse, cosmopolitan, and highly contested moment
in Japanese history when notions of political
egalitarianism were being translated into cultural
practices specific to the Japanese experience. Both
a political and historiographical intervention, the
book offers a fascinating account of the
passions—and antinomies—that animated one of the
most admirable intellectual and cultural movements
of Japan’s twentieth century, and argues that
proletarian literature, cultural workers, and
institutions fundamentally enrich our understanding
of Japanese culture. What sustained the proletarian
movement’s faith in the idea that art and literature
were indispensable to the task of revolution? How
did the movement manage to enlist artists, teachers,
and scientist into its ranks, and what sorts of
contradictions arose in the merging of working-class
and bourgeois cultures? Recasting Red Culture asks
these and other questions as it historicizes
proletarian Japan at the intersection of bourgeois
aesthetics, radical politics, and a flourishing modern
print culture. Drawing parallels with the experiences
of European revolutionaries, the book vividly details
how cultural activists “recast” forms of modern
culture into practices commensurate with the goals
of revolution. Weaving over a dozen translated
fairytales, poems, and short stories into his
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narrative, Samuel Perry offers a fundamentally new
approach to studying revolutionary culture. By
examining the margins of the proletarian cultural
movement, Perry effectively redefines its center as
he closely reads and historicizes proletarian
children’s culture, avant-garde “wall fiction,” and a
literature that bears witness to Japan’s fraught
relationship with its Korean colony. Along the way,
he shows how proletarian culture opened up new
critical spaces in the intersections of class, popular
culture, childhood, gender, and ethnicity.
Supplement to the 1904 Finding List of the Traveling
Libraries, 1905
Warriors of Old Japan, and Other Stories
Japanese and English Fairy Tale Transformations of
"The Little Mermaid"
Japanese Fairy Tales
Momotaro, the Peach Boy
The Easy Way to Read, Listen, and Learn from
Japanese Folklore, Tales, and Stories

This collection of Japanese fairy tales is the
outcome of a suggestion made to me indirectly
through a friend by Mr. Andrew Lang. They
have been translated from the modern version
written by Sadanami Sanjin. These stories are
not literal translations, and though the Japanese
story and all quaint Japanese expressions have
been faithfully preserved, they have been told
more with the view to interest young readers of
the West than the technical student of folkPage 4/20
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lore.... In telling these stories in English I have
followed my fancy in adding such touches of
local color or description as they seemed to
need or as pleased me, and in one or two
instances I have gathered in an incident from
another version. At all times, among my
friends, both young and old, English or
American, I have always found eager listeners
to the beautiful legends and fairy tales of Japan,
and in telling them I have also found that they
were still unknown to the vast majority...
A collection of 20 fairy tales from Japan
including "Chin-Chin Kobakama," "The Serpent
with Eight Heads," and "The Tea-Kettle."
Read Real Japanese with Free Sound Files **
Recommended for Beginners of Japanese who
have mastered hiragana ** Read the most
famous Japanese fairy tale in real Japanese!
Every line and every word is explained and
defined. BONUS! We are also including the
entire Usagi to Kame story (The Tortoise and
the Hare) also with every word explained and
defined. Sound Files Included at no extra
charge are two sound files of both stories. One
is read at the normal speed and the other at a
slow, easy to follow speed. You will find the
link to download the MP3s on the last page. You
can also scan the QR code found above the
stories to instantly hear the story read in slow
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or normal speeds. THE STORY Momotaro is a
boy born from a peach (momo) who grows up
to be a strong, brave man. Oni (ogres) are
attacking the village. The villagers beg their
hero, Momotaro, to purge their lands of the evil
Oni. He sets off with aid from three unusual
allies. Usagi to Kame (The Tortoise and the
Hare) is about... well, you know. ABOUT THIS
BOOK This book contains several versions of
both stories. First, we have the story broken
down line by line with every vocabulary word
defined and explained. Next, we go through
major grammatical patterns found in the story.
After that, read the story with no English and in
natural Japanese. Lastly, we are including a
simple English translation, which should be
avoided until you are sure you understand the
story or find it too difficult to figure out on your
own. You may want to try to read the story
either in natural Japanese first. Or if you are a
beginner, it may be better to go through the
vocabulary first. Any way you do it, this book
offers several ways to read, listen, and learn.
FOR UPPER BEGINNERS Momotaro is
designed for those new to Japanese. We
recommend learning hiragana and basic
Japanese grammar first.
Japanese Tales
Usagi Yojimbo Saga Volume 2 (Second Edition)
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Traditional Themes, Images and Symbols at
Play on Screen
The Pleasures of Metamorphosis
FAIRY TALES AND FOLKLORE FROM
LESOTHO - 10 stories and taled from
Basutoland
Japanese Reader Collection Volume 2
Two hundred and twenty tales from medieval Japan—tales
that welcome us into a fabulous faraway world populated
by saints, scoundrels, ghosts, magical healers, and a vast
assortment of deities and demons. Stories of miracles,
visions of hell, jokes, fables, and legends, these tales reflect
the Japanese civilization. They ably balance the lyrical and
the dramatic, the ribald and the profound, offering a
window into a long-vanished culture. With black-andwhite illustrations throughout Part of the Pantheon Fairy
Tale and Folklore Library
New approaches to decenter Eurocentric perspectives in
fairy tales and lift up storytelling cultures across the globe.
Read Real Japanese with Free MP3s ** Recommended for
Beginners of Japanese ** Read the most famous Japanese
fairy tale in real Japanese! Every line and every word is
explained and defined. BONUS! We are also including the
entire Usagi to Kame story (The Tortoise and the Hare)
also with every word explained and defined. MP3s
Included at no extra charge are two MP3s of both stories.
One is read at the normal speed and the other at a slow,
easy to follow speed. You will find the link to download the
MP3s on the last page. THE STORY Momotaro is a boy
born from a peach (momo) who grows up to be a strong,
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brave man. Oni (ogres) are attacking the village. The
villagers beg their hero, Momotaro, to purge their lands of
the evil Oni. He sets off with aid from three unusual allies.
Usagi to Kame (The Tortoise and the Hare) is about... well,
you know. ABOUT THIS BOOK This book contains
several versions of both stories. First, we have the story
broken down line by line with every vocabulary word
defined and explained. Next, we go through major
grammatical patterns found in the story. After that, read
the story with no English and in natural Japanese (kanji
with furigana included). Lastly, we are including a simple
English translation, which should be avoided until you are
sure you understand the story or find it too difficult to
figure out on your own. You may want to try to read the
story either in natural Japanese first. Or if you are a
beginner, it may be better to go through the vocabulary
first. Any way you do it, this ebook offers several ways to
read, listen, and learn. FOR BEGINNERS Momotaro is
designed for those new to Japanese. We recommend
learning hiragana first, but we are also including romaji so
you can be sure you are reading with the correct
pronunciation.
Bibliography of the Japanese Empire;: Comprising the
literature from 1894 to the middle of 1906 (XXVII-LXLth
year of Meiji) with additions and corrections to the first
volume and a Supplement to Léon Pagès' Bibliographie
japonnaise, comp. by Fr. von Wenkstern. Added is a list of
the Swedish literature on Japan, by Miss Valfrid Palmgren
Japanese Reader Collection Volume 2: Momotaro, the
Peach Boy
Book Bulletin
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Tales from Lafcadio Hearn
Major Motifs in the Fairy Tales of Japan
A Bibliography of the Japanese Empire
Dreams, Myths and Fairy Tales in Japan addresses Japanese culture
insightfully, exploring the depths of the psyche from both Eastern
and Western perspectives, an endeavor the author is uniquely suited
to undertake. The present volume is based upon five lectures
originally delivered at the prestigious round-table Eranos
Conferences in Ascona, Switzerland. Readers interested in Japanese
myth and religion, comparative cultural studies, depth psychology or
clinical psychology will all find Professor Kawai’s offerings to be
remarkably insightful while at the same time practical for their own
daily work. From the contents: –Interpenetration: Dreams in
Medieval Japan –Bodies in the Dream Diary of Myôe –Japanese
Mythology: Balancing the Gods –Japanese Fairy Tales: The
Aesthetic Solution –Torikaebaya: A Tale of Changing Sexual Roles
William Elliot Griffis (1843-1928) served in the Union Army during
the Civil War, then graduated from Rutgers University in 1869. He
was a tutor for Taro Kusakabe, which opened up a world of
opportunity for him in Japan. In 1870, he was invited to reorganize
Japanese schools by Matsudaira Yoshinaga. Between 1870-74,
Griffis taught science, wrote English language primers, and was an
intermediary between the United States and Japan. He returned to
the United States to complete his studies at the Union Theological
Seminary in 1877, eventually earning a Doctor of Divinity in 1884.
While he was active in the parish ministry, in 1903, he decided to
resign so that he could focus on writing. He wrote not only on Japan,
but also on Europe, particularly the Netherlands. His books included
titles on Asiatic History; China, Korea and Japan -- and collections
of fairy tales, such as Swiss Fairy Tales, Belgian Fairy Tales, Korean
Fairy Tales, and of course, the much enjoyed The Fire-Fly's Lovers
and Other Fairy Tales of Old Japan. This edition is dedicated to
Francisco Alacantra, a later day emissary of the New World to the
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land of the rising sun.
This book examines the haunting, sad, and lively depths of the
Japanese soul by interpreting some of major themes in fairy tales. A
Japanese Jungian psychologist credited with founding Japanese
analytical and clinical psychology and a senior professor at Kyoto
University, Hayao Kawai (1928-2007) addresses here such questions
as why so many Japanese fairy tales end in a "Happily ever after"
marriage, and why the female figure best expresses the culture's ego
and the country's possible future. Throughout the book, Kawai
delicately presents the multiple layers of the Japanese psyche.The
American poet and essayist Gary Snyder, who lived for years in
Japan, gaining familiarity with the soul of its culture and thought,
introduces Kawai's book to the reader.
Contemporary Adaptations across Cultures
Traditional Stories of Monsters and Magic
Best-Loved Children's Songs from Japan
And Other Fairy Tales of Old Japan
Being a Classified List of All Books, Essays and Maps in European
Languages Relating to Dai Nihon (Great Japon), Published in
Europe, America and in the East from 1859-93 A. D. (VIth Year of
Ansei-XXVIth of Meiji), Compiled by Fr. Von Wenckstern. To
which is Added a Facsimile-reprint of "Léon Pagès, Bibliographie
Japonaise Depuis Le XVe Sciècle"jusqu'à 1859". [II. Comprising
Literature from 1894 to the Middle of 1906 (XXVII-IXLth Year of
Meiji) with Additions and Corrections to the First Volume and a
Supplement to "Léon Pagès Bibliographie Japonaise"compiled by
Fr. Von Wenckstern..
The English Catalogue of Books ...

Vols. 1898- include a directory of publishers.
Eleven engaging, excellently translated tales of talking
tea kettles, a monstrous goblin-spider, miniature warriors
and other fanciful creatures. 21 original illustrations by
Yuko Green.
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**Winner of the 2016 Creative Child Magazine Book of
the Year Award** **Winner of the 2015 Gelett Burgess
Award for Best Multicultural Book** When wily animals,
everyday people and magical beings come together in a
collection of Japanese fairytales, wonderful things are
bound to happen! Each story is brilliantly illustrated by a
different talented Japanese artist. The tales recounted
here are among Japan's oldest and most beloved
stories. Entertaining and filled with subtle folk wisdom,
these retold stories have been shared countless times in
Japanese homes and schools for generations. Like good
stories from every time and place, they never grow old.
Kids (and their parents!) will enjoy hearing these stories
read aloud on the accompanying downloadable audio.
The fairytales and classic stories in this collection
include: The Wife Who Never Eats̶the story of a man
who learns the hard way the evils of stinginess. The Mill
of the Sea̶the story of how a greedy man was
responsible for the saltiness of sea water. The Monkey
and the Crab̶the crabs teach a tricky monkey a lesson
in fairness and honesty. The Magical Hood̶an act of
kindness reaps great rewards. Sleepyhead Taro and the
Children̶a story about what can be accomplished at
the right time, and with the right help and the right spirit.
The Fox and the Otter̶how a fox pays the price of
deceit and selfishness. The Gratitude of the Crane̶a
story about the rewards of kindness and the danger of
curiosity. The Tale of the Bamboo Cutter̶a girl who
starts life very tiny turns out to be big in many ways.
Zürich 95: Open Questions in Analytical Psychology
Strange Tales from Japan
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Dreams, Myths and Fairy Tales in Japan
Hikoichi Revisited
Once Upon a Time in Japan

The rabbit ronin's adventures hit an
early peak in this second volume
featuring brand new original cover art
by Stan Sakai! This collection includes
Usagi's first encounters with the Lord
of Owls, Inspector Ishida, and more,
and is highlighted by the Eisner Awardwinning Grasscutter, a grand tale
assembling nearly all the series'
characters in a struggle over the
grasscutting sword of Japanese legend,
with the fate of the nation in the
balance! Collects Usagi Yojimbo Volume
3 #7-#30 and Usagi Yojimbo: Green
Persimmon!
The Zurich Congress marked a return to
the origins of Analytical Psychology:
here it was that C.G. Jung lived for
the first six decades of this century
and developed the school of psychology
he came to be known for. Here, too, is
where many of today's Jungian analysts
from all over the world received their
training, and their initiation into the
profession. As this collection of the
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complete proceedings attests, the theme
of "open questions" drew a bountiful
array of intriguing responses, and this
to the largest gathering of Jungian
analysts ever: more than 800 in all.
Within this little volume you will find
10 unique folk tales and children's
stories from the African mountain
Kingdom of Lesotho. Here you will find
the story of Takane, who, despite
having an arranged marriage, became a
happy and devoted wife. The tale of how
Khosi chooses Polomahache (Crocodile
Child) to be his wife and of Mokete and
Morongoe the Snake and many more.
Included in these tales are stories of
the Sun Chief, evil Witchdoctors, or
Ngaka, the equivalent of an Evil
Wizard, spells being cast and broken
and beautiful maidens being set free.
There are also tales of malevolent
chiefs who rule their people with a
fist of iron, not caring how much
innocent blood they shed - and how
their comeuppance is delivered by the
hero of the day. These tales were
collected by Minnie Martin, wife of a
Government Official, who came to South
Africa and Basutoland, from England, in
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1891. To enable a better understanding
of the people and their customs, she
began to study the language, collected
these tales and became fairly fluent in
the language. Because the Bantu peoples
of Southern Africa had no written
language, it must be noted that the
first people to record the various
languages (the Boers and the British)
did so phonetically, writing the
language as they heard it being spoken.
Unlike most European languages, there
has been no influence of Latin, Greek
or Arabic, which makes the learning of
those languages that little more
difficult. Here you speak the word the
way it is written e.g. Ngaka is read as
In-gaa-kah, Takane as Tak-aan-eh, Khosi
as Koh-see etc So sit back and enjoy
this unique collection of tales,
customs and lore from a little known
place, unseen or heard in the West for
many generations. 33% of the net profit
will be donated to SENTEBALE - a
charity supporting children in Lesotho
orphaned by AIDS.
The English Catalogue of Books ...:
1801-1836. Ed. and comp. by R.A. Peddie
and Q. Waddington. 1914
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The Boy Who Drew Cats and Other
Japanese Fairy Tales
To which is Added a Facsimile-reprint
Of: Léon Pagès, Bibliographie Japonaise
Depuis Le XVe Siècle Jusqu'á 1859
Proceedings of the Thirteenth
International Congress for Analytical
Psychology, Zürich, 1995
Japanese Reader Collection
The Fire-Fly's Lovers
Classic Fairy Tales richly illustrated
"Warriors of Old Japan, and Other Stories" by
Yei Theodora Ozaki. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be
read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
Lucy Fraser’s The Pleasures of Metamorphosis:
Japanese and English Fairy-Tale
Transformations of “The Little Mermaid”
explores Japanese and English transformations
of Hans Christian Andersen’s 1837 Danish fairy
tale “The Little Mermaid” by focusing on
pleasure as a means to analyze the huge variety
of texts that transform a canonical fairy tale
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such as Andersen’s. Fraser examines over
twenty Japanese and English transformations,
including literary texts, illustrated books, films,
and television series. This monograph also
draws upon criticism in both Japanese and
English, meeting a need in Western fairy-tale
studies for more culturally diverse perspectives.
Fraser provides a model for critical crosscultural fairy tale analysis in her examination of
the journey of a single fairy tale across two
languages. The book begins with the various
approaches to reading and writing fairy tales,
with a history of “The Little Mermaid” in
Japanese and English culture. Disney’s The
Little Mermaid and Studio Ghibli’s Ponyo on the
Cliff by the Sea are discussed as examples that
simulate pleasurable physical experiences
through animation’s tools of music and voice,
and visual effects of movement and
metamorphosis. Fraser then explores the
literary effects of the fairy tale by male authors,
such as Oscar Wilde, Tanizaki Jun’ichiro, and
Abe Kobo, who invoke familiar fairy-tale
conventions and delineate some of the pleasures
of what can be painful enchantment with a
mermaid or with the fairy tale itself. The author
examines the portrayals of the mermaid in three
short stories by Matsumoto Yuko, Kurahashi
Yumiko, and Ogawa Yoko, engaging with
familiar fairy tales, reference to fairy-tale
research, and reflections on the immersive
experience of reading. Women characters and
authors are also hyperaware of the possible
meanings of Andersen’s “The Little Mermaid”
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and of the fairy tale itself, furthering the
discussion with Nonaka Hiiragi’s novel Ningyohime no kutsu, and D[di?]’s novel Sento no
ningyo-hime to majo no mori, as well as an
episode of the science fiction television series
Dark Angel. Fraser concludes that the
“pleasure” framework is useful for a crosscultural study of creative engagements with and
transformations of a particular fairy tale. Few
studies have examined Japanese fairy-tale
transformations to the extent that Fraser has,
presenting fascinating information that will
intrigue fairy-tale scholars and those wanting to
learn more about the representation of pleasure
behind the imaginative and fantastical.
Catalogue
The Fairy Tale and Anime
99 Chilling Stories of Yokai, Ghosts, Demons
and the Supernatural
Subject Index of the Modern Works Added to
the British Museum Library
Re-issue of the Shorter Stories of Fiona Macleod
Rearranged, with Additional Tales. Barbaric
Tales
A Bibliography of the Japanese Empire;:
1859-93...to which is added a facsimile-reprint
of Leon Pagès, Bibliographie japonaise dupuis le
XVe siècle juisqu'à 1859
Prepare to be spooked by these chilling Japanese
short stories! Strange Tales from Japan presents 99
spine-tingling tales of ghosts, yokai, demons,
shapeshifters and trickster animals who inhabit
remote reaches of the Japanese countryside. 32
pages of traditional full-color images of these
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creatures, who have inhabited the Japanese
imagination for centuries, bring the stories to life.
The captivating tales in this volume include: The
Vengeance of Oiwa—The terrifying spirit of a woman
murdered by her husband who seeks retribution from
beyond the grave The Curse of Okiku—A servant girl
is murdered by her master and curses his family,
with gruesome results The Snow Woman—A man is
saved by a mysterious woman who swears him to
secrecy Tales of the Kappa—Strange human-like
sprites with green, scaly skin who live in water and
are known to pull children and animals to their
deaths And many, many more! Renowned translator
William Scott Wilson explains the role these stories
play in local Japanese culture and folklore, and their
importance to understanding the Japanese psyche.
Readers will learn which particular region, city,
mountain or temple the stories originate from—in
case you're brave enough to visit these haunts
yourself!
A goblin with no body and a monster with no face. A
resourceful samurai and a faithful daughter. A spirit
of the moon and a dragon king. This collection of 15
traditional Japanese folktales transports readers to a
time of adventure and enchantment. Drawn from the
works of folklorists Lafcadio Hearn and Yei Theodora
Ozaki, these tales are by turns terrifying,
exhilarating, and poetic. • Striking illustrations by
contemporary Japanese artist Kotaro Chiba • Special
gift edition features an embossed, textured case
with metallic gold ink, and a satin ribbon page
marker • Part of the popular Tales series, featuring
Nordic Tales, Celtic Tales, Tales of India, and Tales of
East Africa Fans of Ghostly Tales, and Japanese
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Notebooks will love this book. This book is ideal for:
• Fans of fairytales, folklore, ghost stories, Greek
mythology, roman mythology, Chinese mythology,
and Celtic mythology • Anyone interested in Japan's
history books and culture studies • People of
Japanese heritage • Collectors of illustrated classics
Presents an illustrated collection of children's songs
in Japanese and English, with transliterations so that
they can be sung in Japanese, and explains the
origins and meaning within Japanese culture of each
song.
Tales of Japan
Recasting Red Culture in Proletarian Japan
(Downloadable Audio)
The English Catalogue of Books [annual].
Re-Orienting the Fairy Tale
The Old Woman who Lost Her Dumpling
Addresses Japanese culture insightfully,
exploring the depths of the psyche from both
Eastern and Western perspectives, an endeavor
the author is uniquely suited to undertake.
The present volume is based upon five
lectures originally delivered at the
prestigious round-table Eranos Conferences in
Ascona, Switzerland. Readers interested in
Japanese myth and religion, comparative
cultural studies, depth psychology or
clinical psychology will all find Professor
Kawai’s offerings to be remarkably insightful
while at the same time practical for their
own daily work.
Over the last few decades, anime has
consistently come into fruitful contact with
themes, images and symbols associated with
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the fairy tale tradition. This critical text
focuses on the ways in which fundamental
principles of the fairy tale tradition are
deployed, and hence come to manifest
themselves narratively and
cinematographically, in anime. Topics covered
include modes of storytelling, aesthetics, as
well as dramatic, ethical, psychological and
social considerations. Of particular interest
is the way in which allegorical commentaries
on cultural and historical issues are
illustrated in anime.
Finding List of Fairy Tales and Folk Stories
in Books at the Branches of the Public
Library of the City of Boston
Childhood, Korea, and the Historical AvantGarde
The Japanese Psyche
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